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Lecture Series Schedules
Three Renowned Speakers
The George Colby Chase lecture committee has announced
the speakers scheduled for the
1956-57 season. Thursday evening, October 11, Dr. B. F. Skinner, professor of psychology at
Harvard University, will discuss
the topic "Science and Human
Behavior."
On February 21, Roy Eaton,
musician and TV personality
from New York City, will pre-

Classical Earns
Prexy's Award
For Fifth Year
Classical High School of
Springfield, Mass., has received
the annual President's Award
for the fifth consecutive year.
This award is given for outstanding scholarship attained by
three graduates of a secondary
school. This year 83 schools were
eligible for competition, each
represented at Bates by at least
three graduates.
President Charles F. Phillips
has announced that three graduates of Classical High have attained an average of 3.725 of a
possible 4.000 for the year 195556. Representing this school are
Robert Damon, 56, Julian
Freedman, '58, and Claire Poulin, '56.

sent a lecture-recital entitled
"Music of Frederic Chopin."
Lectures Are Free
The third speaker of the season will be Paul B. Arnold, professor of Graphic Arts at Oberlin College, who will present an
illustrated lecture, "Print Making." This program will be on
May 2.
All lectures begin at 7:30 p. m.
in the Bates Chapel and all are
free, both to students and to residents of the Lewiston-Auburn
area.

Clubs Begin Season
On Tuesday Evening
Fight Team, Fight!

Honor Bates President
These lectures are made possible through funds contributed by
the Christian Association and
the income from a gift made by
W. W. Stetson in 1906. The series
is named in honor of former
Bates President George Colby
Chase.
Last year the Campus Relations Committee decided to combine funds from two years in orCaptain Miriam Hamm, '57, Patricia Lysaught, '58, and
der to secure the best possible
speakers. For this reason no Carol Heldman, '59, three of the cheerleaders, lead crowd
(Photo by Blunda)
speakers were presented last in season's first send-off rally.
year.

'Cafe Bohemia' Promises
Exotic Rand Atmosphere

received third place honors. Arlene Gardner, '57, Richard
Pierce, '57, and Nancy Waterman, '58, achieved a 3.505 average.
Miss
Berkelman,
Miss
Boucher, Condon, and Miss PouSaturday evening from 8 to 11:45 p. m. in Rand Gym the
lin have previously qualified in
senior
girls will open the doors to a new night spot on the
Lewiston Takes Second Place
President's Award competition.
Bates
campus,
the Cafe Bohemia.
Lewiston High School rose
from third place in 1954-55 to
This will be an open house
A unique feature of the cafe
second place this year. Anne
sponsored by Rand Hall and
theme
will be a modern art
Berkelman,
'57,
Jacqueline
The Student Council will
Whittier House, to which everyBoucher, '56, and Richard Conhold meetings in the men's
one on campus is invited. The show displaying the talent of
don, '56, represented Lewiston
dormitories at 10:30 p. m.
evening will feature dancing to the senior girls in the form of
with an average QPR of 3.634.
next Sunday. All men are
a combo, entertainment and re- paintings and mobiles.
requested to attend.
freshments.
Cranston, R. I., High School
In keeping with the theme,
hors d'oevres and punch will be
served. During the course of the
evening, Greenwich Villagestyle entertainment will add
sparkle to the cafe scene.

Notice

Bates Greets Foreign Students;
From Europe, Far East

Vienne, France. He has studied
extensively in France and is
registered as a special student at
Bates, where he will take varied
courses directed at his major
purpose: to learn to write EngThey are: Aurjoon Kumar lish fluently.
Ghosh, Gilbert Ollivier, Dennis
Ollivier is not a candidate for
Nicholas Skiotis, and Yap Fon a degree at Bates; he will live
Soe. All four are living in here to familiarize himself with
Smith South.
this country and its people. In
the Commons it was strange to
Hopes To Stay In U. S.
A native of Rangoon, Burma, him to find milk and water, not
Ghosh has lived in Calcutta and wine, on the tables.
New Delhi. He attended Presi- Comes From Greece
dency College in Calcutta and
Skiotis comes to Bates from
is registered as a sophomore at Athens College. Greece. While
Bates.
Dr. Roy P. Fairfield was on a
Hoping to make his home in leave of absence teaching in
the United States, he plans on Greece he became acquainted
a career in journalism. He is 23 with Skiotis.
Writing to the campus in his
years old and expects to be in
the U. S. Army next year. Com- news-letters printed in the STUmenting on his first few days DENT Professor Fairfield dehere, he said that he was very scribed the students' needs at
pleased with Bates College.
Athens. Bates decided to help
Ollivier was born in Rouille, them out, and later in the year
Four of the six students expected from abroad have arrived
on campus and registered for
courses, according to Dean Walter H. Boyce and registrar Mabel
L. Libby.

I

By Subscription

a letter came from Dennis Skiotis thanking us for our help.
He is registered here as a junior and is a candidate for an
A. B. degree. Born in Tientsin,
China, of Greek parents, he has
lived most of his life in Athens.
At Athens College English
was a prominent subject in his
curriculum, and Skiotis
has
been able to pass five exemption
exams here and has qualified as
a member of the junior class.
Studies For Degree
The fourth student to arrive
was Yap Fon Soe, who was
born and lives in Medan. Indonesia. He attended Methodist
High School there where he
learned to speak English.
He is registered as a freshman
candidate for an A. B. degree. If
it can be arranged he will spend
four years here in order to obtain the degree.
Additional stories about these
students will appear on the feature pages of the STUDENT.

Committees Plan
The general chairman is Helen Milam, who has appointed
Frances Hess to arrange the floor
show. In charge of decorations
is Clara Brichze, and of refreshments. Arlene Gardner.
Publicity posters are being
prepared by Alice Clough and
her committee, and proctor Suzanne Manwell heads the cleanup committee.

Notice
The Outing
Club announces that there will be
another mountain climb
Sunday, October 14. This
trip will be to Baldpate
Mountain with buses leaving
at 8:15 a. m. and returning
at 6 p. m. Sign-ups and
SI.50 fee will be taken in
the basement of the Hobby
Shop between 9-10 p. m.
next Monday and Tuesday.

Groups Urge All
New Students To
Attend Meetings
Nearly all the departmental
clubs will hold their initial
meetings ne,xt Tuesday evening.
The
first
meeting of the
Deutsche Verein will be at 8:30
p. m. at Professor Buschmann's
home. A reception of new members is planned.
Le Cercle Francais will open
with a supper meeting at 6
p. m. at the home of Dr. Robert Elliott, 18 Mountain Avenue.
The Spanish Club has changed
its meeting time this year to
the Tuesday following club night
so as not to interfere with those
wishing to attend Le Cercle
Francais also. The first meeting
will be at 7:30 p. m. a week
from Tuesday at the home of
Prof. Ilene Avery.
Show Movies
This year, under a new policy,
the History Club will be open
to all sophomores, juniors, and
seniors interested in a major in
history. A motion picture will be
shown at the opening meeting
to be held at 8:30 p. m. Tuesday
evening. The place of the meeting has not been announced.
The program for the year will
include several outstandingspeakers in the field of history.
The Christian Service Club
holds its initial meeting at 8:30
p. m. Tuesday night at the home
of Dr. James V. Miller, 17
Mountain Avenue.
Plan Skits
An initiation including science
skits will be the basis of the
first meeting of the JordanRamsdell Society at 7:00 p. m. in
Carnegie Science Hall.
The Bates chapter of the Future Teachers of America will
hold its opening meeting at 7:30
p. m. in the Women's Union.

Freshmen Work
For Local, State
Welfare Groups
A work day for freshmen has
been planned for Saturday afternoon, October 13, by Stu-G
and Stu-C.
Freshman men and women
will undertake several social
service projects suggested by
local and state welfare agencies.
Among the projects are carpenter work at the Lewiston-Auburn Home for Retarded Children, and mural painting in the
children's ward of the Central
Maine General Hospital. Other
tasks are also being planned.
Barbara Prince and Orrin
Blaisdell are co-chairmen of the
steering committee for the event,
while Maynard Whitehouse is in
charge of transportation.
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Governments Convene To
Tackle Year's Problems

Frosh Compete
For Positions On
Debate Squad

Scholarship Aid Increases
Substantially In Past Year

Scholarship grants to Bates
The Student Government board held its first meeting of
Professor Brooks Quimby has students this year total over
the year in the Women's Union last Wednesday evening.
announced that tryouts for the $84,000, President Charles F.
freshman and varsity debating Phillips disclosed recently. A
Plans were discussed for the
freshman work project which is
teams will* be held during the breakdown of this figure reveals
coming week. The tryouts for that $59,000 comes from sources
designed to benefit the Lewistonthe freshman squad are sched- within the college, an increase
Auburn area. Stu-G and Stu-C
uled for tomorrow afternoon of more than $3,000 over last
have voted $50 each for this
project..
Richard Pierce was elected and evening at 3 and 7 p. m. in year. In 1952, scholarship aid
president of the 50,000 member Room 300. Pettigrew Hall.
given by Bates totaled $39,000;
Discuss Haze Day
Baptist Student Movement at
Each candidate should be pre- in 1954, $50,000; and in 1955,
The values of Haze Day were
the group's annual convention
also discussed. Emphasis will be September 3-8 at Green Lake, pared to give a five-minute per- $56,000.
suative speech on any relevant,
An additional
$25,000
in
placed upon presenting skits of
Wis.
controversial'
issue.
Last
Frischolarship
aid
from
sources
outa suitable nature for a rally folThe organization represents day's preliminary meeting was side the college was made availlowing the debibbing exercises.
all
Baptist college students in attended by approximately 25 able to Bates students during
Colby College has again exthe
American Baptist Conven- freshmen; others who are inter- the past year. More than 60 intended an invitation to the
dividuals, businesses, service ortion,
which includes most Bap- ested are invited to try out.
members of the board to visit
ganizations, and foundations, all
Compete
For
Positions
their campus and to share ideas tist churches in the East and
of whom are interested in the
Upperclassmen
will
compete
Midwest.
As
president,
Pierce
on social and academic honor
education of young people with
systems. Delegates from Bates will represent the students on for positions on the varsity
limited financial means are reteams
early
next
week.
The
several
committees
of
the
Conwill attend.
vention, including the Board of schedules for the varsity debates sponsible for the awards.
Stu-C Plans Inlramurals
Education and Publications, and are posted in the debating room Set Anniversary Goal
The hundredth anniversary
The first meeting of the Stu- the Council for Christian Social and everyone interested is invitgoal
for
annual scholarship
dent Council was also held Progress.
ed to attend.
Wednesday night. The intramuElect Olney
ral football program was disPresident of the Christian Ascussed and a schedule will be
sociation,
Pierce is doing honors
posted on the Chase Hall bullework in history. He has been a
tin board.
Men are reminded that the member of the executive committee of the student group for
newly
redecorated
Skelton
By Howie Kenreuther
■ In a recent book by SpectorLounge located on the third the past two years.
Speaking in Chapel on Mon- sky entitled The Exurbanites.
David Olney, '56, was elected
floor of Chase Hall is open for
day morning Prof. Joseph A. the author found these people
a
member of the executive comtheir use. Visiting relatives may
Dowling of the Cultural Heri- to be the "idea men," the
be entertained there and the mittee at the convention.
tage department discussed the manipulators of symbols in the
room may be used for soical conrise in power of the advertising mass communication field which
ferences and conversation.
man, or as he is more common- affect millions of Americans.
President Discloses ly known, "The Man in the Set Behavior Patterns
"What they tell us to buy, we
Two Promotions For Grey Flannel Suit."
Notice
In the past few decades this buy. How they tell us to act
Bates Professors
All seniors and other stuhew type of person has been (even though they themselves
President Charles F. Phillips classed as "the spector of Madi- would never dream of acting so)
dents interested in careers
has announced the promotion of son Avenue." Numerous arti- is a blueprint for our behavior,"
in the State Department are
two faculty members, Dr. James cles, novels, and studies have quoted Dowling.
requested to register at the
V. Miller and Prof. Richard W. been written to try to judge his
Guidance and Placement Of(Continued on page eight)
Sampson.
fice for a group meeting lo
control of the American's mind.
be held at 4 p. m. WednesDr. Miller, a graduate of In- Delines Avenue
CA Invites Campus
day. October 17.
diana Central College, Indiana"To many people the term
polis, Ind., advanced to an asso- 'Madison Avenue' means con- To Examine Works
ciate professorship. He received formity, shallowness and danOf Famous Artists
Notice
his B.D. degree from Bonebrake gerous tendency to formulate
The CA will hold their first
Theological Seminary, Dayton, the thinking of the millions of
Students are reminded lo
Ohio, and his Ph.D. from Boston people who are the victims of art show, picture rental service
urge those from whom they
University.
the mass-communication media," and tea of the season from 3:30
receive mail to include box
to 5 p. m. on October 5 in the
asserted Dowling.
numbers in their addresses.
Promotes Sampson
He then compared Madison Women's Union. Thirty paintThe extra time required lo
Sampson received an assistant
Avenue to the Wall Street of 50 ings will be exhibited and will
sort mail without box numprofessorship.
He
graduated
years ago, saying that the lat- include such artists as El Greco,
bers often delays the mail
from Bowdoin College, earned
ter was once as much of a "lib- Renoir, and Dufy.
distribution, and sometimes
an M.Ed, from Tufts University eral
Two faculty members and two
nightmare" as Madison
makes it impossible for the
and an M.S. in Math from Bosstudents
will explain and disAvenue is today.
post office to open at the
ton University.
cuss
the
show's
works. The subregular hour.
States Difference
"The type of power symbol- ject material for the paintings
ized by these two streets is, of will range from portraits to
Alumni Use Fund course,
Calendar
different," declared the landscapes.
All Students
Tonight
To Buy Furniture professor, but this may be due Invites
All students are invited to atto
the
existence
of
a
more
alert
Vespers, 9-10 p. m., Chapel
tend this informal affair and
For Girls' Dorm democracy today.
Tomorrow
any student may register to rent
FTA Convention, 1-6 p. m.,
President Phillips has anany of the paintings for the
NOTICE
Little Theatre
nounced that by vote of the
semester.
There
will
be
a
brief
but
imFriday
Trustees of Bates College, the portant meeting of all those inThe Campus Service CommisCA Art Show and Tea, Wo- 1956 Alumni Fund will be used
terested in a Sludents-for-Ste- sion extends a special invitation
men's Union
to purchase furniture for the venson group at 4:30 tomorrow to the freshman class.
Saturday
new women's dormitory, which afternoon in Room 8. Libbey
Upsala game, 2 p.m.
will be completed sometime next Forum. All students are invited.
Rand Open House, 8-11:45 year.
All those who are eligible to
p. m., Rand Gym
During the past few months vote in the coming election are Sunday-Wednesday
Sunday
Bates alumni have contributed
It Conquered
Thorncrag Open House, 2 - 5 $47,447 to the Alumni Fund. especially urged to attend, as
information concerning absentee
p.m.
The World
This is an all-time high for the balloting will be offered.
Tuesday
Peter Graves
Fund. In previous years gifts to
Club Night
Beverly Garland
the College from this source
— R I T Z —
Lee Van Cleef
have been used for scholarships,
faculty sabbaticals, and in- WED. - THURS.: "23 PACES
Chapel Schedule
Sea Creature
TO BAKER STREET." Van
creased faculty salaries.
Chester Morris
Friday
Johnson. Vera Miles: and
Grads
Show
Interest
Maria English
Christian Association program
"DALLAS." Garv CooDer.
On accepting the gift from the
Thursday -Saturday
Monday
Ruth Roman
fund. President Phillips stated FRI. - SAT.:
Music
"PARDNER/
Port Afrique
that "this gift is tangible eviDean Martin. Jerrv Lewis:
Pier Angeli
dence of the keen interest which
"SEVEN MEN FROM
Phil Carey
Music Room
NOW."
Randolph
Scott
Bates graduates take in their
Tomorrow
2-4 p. m.
College. Their support is playing SUN.-TUES.: 'MOBY DICK.'
White SquawGreeorv Peck: "KILLER
Sunday
2-5 p. m.
a major role in the continuing
Mae Wynn
TS LOOSE." Joseoh Cotton.
Monday
7:30-9:30 p.m.
development of Bates."
David Bryan
Rhonda Fleming

Baptists Choose
Pierce President

Prof. Dowling Denounces
New Exurbian Revolution

grants in
$75,000..

1964,

set

for

"From countless sources —
alumni, friends, private individuals, business, our scholarship
endowment is steadily increasing," revealed President Phillips,
to the extent that now "twentytwo per cent of all students at
Bates get some aid, and this aid
is in addition to income they receive from many campus jobs."
Helps Many Students
It is through these scholarship aids that Bates moves towards its goal of providing an
education for worthy students,
regardless of their
financial
status.

McLin Receives
Third Prize In
Writing Contest
President Charles F. Phillips
has announced that Kay McLin, '56, of Medfleld, Mass., received third prize in the annual
Percival Wood Clement essay
contest. Miss McLin was awarded the prize in competition with
students from eighteen New
England colleges and universities. First and second prizes
were awarded to students at
Tufts and Dartmouth, respectively.
The prizes, established
in
memory of the late Governor
Percival Wood Clement of Vermont, were awarded this year
for the best essays on the topic:
"Are there any changes desirable — by constitutional amendment or otherwise — in the
method of selecting the Vice
President, and in his official responsibilities?"
Studies In Scotland
Miss McLin, a government
major at Bates, is now doing
graduate work in Scotland. A
member of the varsity debating
team, she was elected to Delta
Sigma Rho and Phi Beta Kappa
while at Bates.
YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
In
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace
Easy Terms

JtwELE*S
•JMCCISM

50 Lisbon St

MjvaMh
Dial 4-5241

STRAND

COMING ALL NEXT WEEK
ROBERT TAYLOR
ELIZABETH MUELLER
in "THE POWER AND
THE PRIZE"

//
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Parliamentarian Declares Need
For Religion In Power Politics
"Our faith is something real
that must find expression in our
life," explained George Thomas
during his Friday morning Chapel discussion of "Brotherhood
and Power Politics."
Thomas feels that the test of
man's faith can be found in the
way he treats those around him.
"Every man counts for his own
sake." He stated that one must
not lose sight of the individual
in a preoccupation with the
world as a whole.
Challenge Faces Us
All over the world humble
people reach out for a greater
fullness of life. Thomas stressed
that helping these people is the
greatest moral and social challenge facing us. He said there
will always be a threat of war
as long as there are underprivileged people.
He stated that here man needs

more than knowledge; he requires a knowledge of himself
and his faith. Having attained
this understanding, he would
have hope of bringing different
values to the world of power
politics.
Use High Principles
In conclusion, the British Parliament member stressed the
importance of using high moral
principles in political affairs.
"God have mercy on the world
if religion and politics don't

Stred Plans To Visit CA Movies
With Thirty Eastern
Alumni Associations

A total of thirty visits to
Bates College Alumni groups
has been scheduled for the coming year by Frank O. Stred, Jr.,
Bates Alumni Secretary. He
will travel as far south as Washington, D. C, and west to
Cleveland, Ohio, in addition to
visiting Bates Alumni Clubs in
New England, New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
Meets Alumni. Parents
Meeting with Bates alumni
and parents of Bates students,
Stred will carry news of happenings on the Bates campus,
and on many trips will be accompanied by other representatives of the college.
Bates alumni number over
6500 persons living in all the 48
states, the District of Columbia,
Fulbright competitions for
and many foreign countries.
U. S. government educational exchange
grants for graduate
study abroad close on November Kaplan Names Flagg
1, 1956, Kenneth Holland, presiStu-G, Stu-C Sponsor dent
For College Station
of International Education,
Pre-Game Rally For has announced.
Business Manager
Scholarship application blanks
Upsala Football Tilt and a brochure describing the WVBC station manager Alan
educational
ex- Kaplan has announced the apA pre-game rally is planned international
pointment of Donald Flagg as
change
activities
are
available
for 7 p. m. Friday behind Parker Hall in the skating rink. This from the campus Fulbright ad- business manager for 1956-57. A
rally precedes the first home viser. There are approximately senior, Flagg is majoring in
game of the football season 25 countries where graduate mathematics.
Boyd Savoy has been appointagainst Upsala on Saturday af- students may study.
ed publicity director. Assisting
ternoon.
States Requirements
him will be Carol Swanson.
Eligibility requirements are
Sponsored by Stu-C and StuBruce Jatkowske and Philip
G, members of both boards will U.S. citizenship, a college degree, Lewis have been selected to
knowledge
of
the
language
of
participate in the program. The
serve as assistant program diband and cheerleaders will lead the country, and good health.
rectors.
Preference
is
given
to
applicants
a parade across campus before
not more than 35 years of age. Station Sponsors Dance
the rally.
The station sponsored a dance
Final selection of Fulbright
Captains Speak
in Chase Hall ballroom last
grantees
is
made
by
the
Board
Co-captains Robert Martin and
Saturday night. Music came
Paul Perry will be called on to of Foreign Scholarships, ten
from the WVBC record library.
leading
educators
and
educaspeak by master of ceremonies
tional administrators appointed Station disc jocket Jatkowske
John "Tony" Lovejoy.
by
the President of the United spun the records, assisted by
A great surprise for the audiAlan Cook.
States.
ence is anticipated by the arriRecords were given as prizes
val of a distinguished speaker. the entire fall's program of during the evening. "We All
In addition, a huge bonfire will rallies.
Need Love," by Vic Damone,
bring the first rally to a close.
Members of this rally's com- was presented as the prize in
Heads Committee
mittee are Barbara Farnham and the record-identification contest.
The rally committee is headed Patricia Lysaght of Stu-G, and The prize for the second identiby Robert Kunze, who was ap- Williard
Martin
representing fication was Gene Vincent's
pointed by Stu-C to supervise Stu-C.
"Race With The Devil."
Dancers Receive Prises
Two couples received prizes
for dancing. The prizes were
IT'S FOR REAL!
by Chester Field
"On the Street Where You
Live," by Vic Damone, and
Rosemary Clooney's "I Could
Have Danced All Night." Plastic
electrical transcriptions from the
X
French Broadcasting Company
v
were used for hanging decorations.
WVBC went on the air from
7-8 p. m. Saturday evening and
then ceased broadcasting for the
record hop. Future plans call
for simultaneous broadcasts on
dance evenings. Station executives are planning monthly record hops.
IF I HAD A MILLION I

Americans Vie
For Openings In
Study Program

v \\\\\U.II

"life," he cried, "is so unfair
I should have been a millionaire!
I'd drive a car, a white Jaguar
with leopard trim and built-in bar,
Complete with blondes and red heads too,
A movie queen or two would do ...
I'm lazy, crazy, debonnaire
I'd make a perfect millionaire!"
"Instead," he sobbed, "at twenty-five
I'll have to work to stay alive!"
If you are $999,999.00 short of being
a millionaire, but you like your pleasure big,
Enjoy the big full flavor, the big satisfaction
of a Chesterfield. Packed more smoothly by
Accu-Ray, it's the smoothest tasting smoke today!

The Christian Association will present six foreign films
and two short subjects during the coming school year. The
list is headed by the October 12 showing of the satirical "Man
in the White Suit", starring Alec Guiness.
Scheduled for November 16 nounces CA. The admission price

are the Russian classic "Potemkin", and a Charlie Chaplin short
subject. On January 4 the presentation will be "Grand Illusion", a French war him. Next
on the screen will be the Mexican drama of juvenile delinquency, "The Young and the
Damned", shown on March 15.
Reduce Price
On April 13 the film will be
"Brandy for the Parson", a British comedy, plus a short feature
with Marcel Marceau, the famous
mimic, in a prize-winning propram of pantomimes. The last
film of the year will be presented May 4. It is one of the classics of the Italian realist school,
De Sica's "Shoe Shine".
With the new movies has come
a "new economic policy", an-

has been reduced from 40 cents
to 25 cents.

Bates Alumni Attend
Teachers' Meeting,
Hear Quimby Speak
Bates Alumni attending the
Maine State Teachers Convention have been invited to attend
an Aiumni Dinner tomorrow evening, at 6 p. m. in the Men's Memorial Commons.
Prof. Brooks Quimby will be
the guest speaker. Arrangements
for the affair have been made by
Alumni Secretary Frank O.
Stred, Jr. The dinner will adjourn in time for the evening
session of the convention.

Future Teachers Gather Here
Tomorrow For State Meeting
Tomorrow afternoon the Bates
Chapter of the Future Teachers
of America will entertain delegates from eight Maine colleges
during the annual Maine State
Teachers Association convention
in the Lewiston Armory.
Representatives from Aroostook. Bates, Colby, Farmington,
Gorham, Husson, Maine, and
Washington FTA chapters are
expected to register between 1
p. m. and 1:30 p. m. State FTA
President Reginald Reed will
conduct the business meeting in
the Little Theater following registration.
Discuss Education System
At 3 p. m. WLAM radio and
television executive Frank Hoy
and Warren G. Hill, Maine State
Commissioner of Education, will
discuss sthe Maine education system. A question period and social
hour will follow.
Calvary Methodist Church will
serve a chicken pie supper to the
delegates at 5:30 p. m. Advance
registration at $1.50 is necessary
for this supper.
Educator Speaks
Mrs. Billie Davis, noted expert
in the fields of education and social work, will speak at the general meeting of the Maine Teachers Association in the Armory
at 8 p. m.
Handling arrangements for the
convention are the officers of
the Bates MacDonald Chapter:
president, Roger King; vice-president, Richard Bean; and secre-

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOP

Dr. Warren G. Hill
tary, Beverly Eisnor. All those
interested in the education field
are urged to attend the meetings.

Co-Editors Summarize
Yearbook Progress
Maud Agnalt and Mary Lou
Townley, co-editors of the Mirror, report that progress on the
1956-1957 yearbook is ahead of
schedule.
The "dummy" copy was drawn
up during Freshman Week and
senior photographs were begun
last week. Work has not yet been
started on the exta-curricular activities pictures, but it will be
under way soon. The editors are
now choosing the cover and the
end leaves. The chairmen of the
individual sections have also begun work.

Notice

DEPOSITORS
Trust Company

MORALI

So, try 'em* Smoke for real... smoke Chesterfield!

CA Shows Guiness Film;
Sponsors Foreign Series

bean gooMmWM MMMMtf
UaMM Wen'»"» *■*«»
\.!.W;.."

.'MOT.

There will be an organizational meeting tonight from
7-8:30 at WVBC Studio A
for all those interested in
radio work.
Students desiring auditions are urged to attend
this
meeting.
Especially
wnnted are those who have
had previous Irrining in singing, playing musical instrument*;, broadcasting, or in
ihr> technical field.
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Freshmen Express Views
On Life, Studies At Bates

Editorials
A Milestone

Doubtless in the past few tact with Bates recommended it.
Every college has its core of time-honored traditions, and
Almost all the freshmen interyears you have often heard the
as everyone in the Bates family knows, our college is no
question:
"In
this
rushed
age
viewed
who had visited the camexception. One of the newer ones is an occasional attempt
pus
before
this fall were imare
we
not
in
such
a
hurry
to
to create some sort of good-natured disturbance in Coram
get 'there' that we never stop pressed with the beauty of the
Library.
to think or ask where we're go- campus and the friendliness of
For a while it was fashionable to switch che heads on
ing or what we expect to find the students. And the actuality
the statues of Abraham Lincoln and George Washington.
of being on campus has more
there?
After the statues were removed the next stunt was to hide
Well, we did stop to ask. We than equalled their first impresin the building until it was closed, then pile up chairs on
asked several freshmen, "Why sions of it and the students.
the study tables. Last Thursday evening, a group of upperThen there is the second quesdid you come to Bates?" and
classmen decided to outdo all previous pranks. At about
"What do you expect to get out of tion: "What do you expect so8:30 p. m., with the library full of students, the lights sudBates scholastically and socially?" cially and scholastically?" Apdenly went off. Students groped their way to the front
parently our advertisers have
doors only to find them chained and locked from the outSpotlights Size
been painting an accurate picside. Another chain and padlock on the light switch in the
The answers to the first quesRobert Merraeo Crocker
ture, for the freshmen generally
basement prevented the librarian from turning the lights
Robert Merraeo Crocker of the tion were many. In fact, often seem to feel that they have found
on again.
class of '38 is at present a cor- one person had a variety of what they expected.
Well Planned Stunt
respondent of the State House answers. The reason which ap- Expects To Work
Most students thought the stunt was amusing, if not ac- Bureau, Associated Press, Augus- peared most often for being here
Scholastically,
they
were
tually hilarious, and even those annoyed by it had to admit ta, Maine. This is the first time was: "Bates is a small college!"
aware
of
Bates'
good
standing
it was very cleverly planned and executed. No one was in 25 years that a state governor This the freshmen feel has
They felt that a liberal arts colhurt, and no damage was done, although admittedly there from Bates has put another value, for two reasons.
lege such as Bates offered the
could have been a catastrophe if one of the many cigarette Bates man in charge of his wire
First, it is better for the retype of education they wanted
lighters being used had started a fire and caused panic services!
lationship between student and
and also an excellent place to
among the crowds milling about inside the building.
professor, and second, small
While Crocker was at Bates size fostors friendliness among decide on a major field.
The result of the way in which the "culprits" were dealt
They knew that they would
with reveals that a significant milestone has been achieved his activities and positions the students themselves. The
in the area of administration-student relations. For some included the office of class combination of moderate cost have to work concentratedly.
years now there has been a rising tide of feeling against treasurer. Ivy Day speaker, and high scholastic rating drew But no one interviewed felt that
the powers-that-be of Roger Bill whom students feel have and managing editor of the many also. The fact that we they couldn't do the work if
they really applied themselves.
acted too much in the role of a strict father not giving "Bufoon."
have no sororities and fraterni- Accepts "Golden Mean"
enough independence to his children.
A native of Auburn, Crocker ties was counted by many as a
No one felt that they expectwas formerly a president of the point in favor.
Council Receives New Responsibility
ed Bates social life to be of the
Worcester County Bates Club.
Many Recommend Bates
most glamorous and gay variety.
Abandoning this traditional philosophy last Spring in an
Then there are the more per- However, many felt that the real
attempt to comply with the students' demands, the Faculty
sonal reasons. One girl had friendliness is better than a lot
Disciplinary Committee granted the Student Council the
heard of the excellent Biology of "party-party." They expect
privilege of handling a major portion of disciplinary action
Department. Someone else came fun and study to balance each
in problems concerning the student body. The committee
to take advantage of the more
retains the right to take action if the Council does not act
An invading aerial artist from strict studying atmosphere be- other and keep them as busy as
within 24 hours of an offense.
they want to be.
Bowdoin displayed his talent reIn its first major opportunity to use this new power, the cently on College Street. His ad- cause she felt it would help hei
Actually the old phrase with
Council, and, according to students involved, particularly miring companion stood by and get the most out of college.
a new one added sums it up
Council President Orrin Blaisdell, acted admirably. To stay acknowledged cheers while the
Many, many people have been pretty well. The freshmen of
within the 24 hour limit, and in an attempt to be fair to all artist swung from above. For doing "missionary work" foi the class of '60 chose Bates beconcerned, the Council members spent nearly the entire day further performances, contact his Bates. Sisters, brothers, fathers, cause he expected it to be a
mothers, teachers, principals, su- "small, friendly, coeducational
Friday in session, interviewing every student suspected of agent at East Parker.
perintendents, ministers, and college" with an excellent acabeing in any way connected with the incident.
friends who have had some con- demic rating well-deserved.
Anyone want to join the
Success And Progress
Mickey Mouse Club? An axFrom all aspects the handling of this library affair was a
dent member (with red hair)
Jazz Corner
definite success. First, the faculty kept its promise of "hands
will be most happy to furoff," permitting the problem to be handled entirely by an
nish details.
all-student group. Secondly, the Council worked until it
got to the bottom of the problem, to be certain of just action.
Pennies from heaven and food
Further, the punishment meted out to the students involved from home are certainly apprewas not overly harsh, yet it is clear that such pranks are ciated by most students away
By Joe Roberts
eled up the river and across to
not to go unpunished. The dire rumors of social probation from home, but four frosh were
This series of articles shall at- New York they formed differand even expulsion were, of course, not carried out, yet the begining to look slightly green tempt to explain and clarify the ent schools of jazz as St. Louis
penalties were severe enough to nip in the bud any similar as they were trying to do away
contemporary jazz scene rather jazz, Kansas City jazz, Chicago
plots.
with one such gift in the den the than delve into the history of and New York jazz.
The entire student body may feel a sense of worthwhile other day.
jazz and its many schools and Comes The Swing Era
progress in regard to the handling of this library incident.
The feast consisting of about personalities. The historic inforNew York jazz became urOur college administration now regards the student body
six pounds of "Fritos" was care- mation can better by explained banized and developed into
as mature enough to handle its own discipline problems, fully piled on one of the tables
and we have a Student Council who have shown ability to with two bibbed girls and two by any good text on the subject. swing. ("Dixie" music is just a
However, a short accounting of combination of Kansas City,
handle effectively such a situation.
beanied boys enthusiastically
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digging away. Their spirit showed signs of lagging in proportion
to their diminishing appetites,
but they were saved by the 5:30
co-education rules and they still
had a little room left for dinner.
At least four frosh appreciate
freshman rules.
Frye House has been trying to figure out the mystery of how a dead wasp can
impart its poison three times
to an innocent victim of a
practical joker.
A certain junior prankster is
up to his old tricks again. This
time he took the bib off a frosh
girl. In hopes to make her coeducate he told her to sing the
Bates Alma Mater on her knees.
However, her loyalty would not
permit her to KNEEL while
singing the BATES Alma Mater!
What proctor recently
locked herself and her set of
master keys in her room?
A night watchman saved the
day. '
(Continued on page five)

the background of the jazz form
will be given in this introductory
article in order to help familiarize the reader with jazz music.
Blues Arose In Storyville
Jazz in this country was born
in the South, probably having
evolved from varieties of African
music forms. But the influence
of "white music" is also very profoundly set in jazz music, and
must not be ignored.
Ragtime, Spirituals and Blues
were direct ancestors of the New
Orleans jazz. New Orleans jazz
was cradled in this city's red
light district, Storyville.
Negro Jam Sessions
Here, negro musicians would
come and have jam sessions
which would last all hours of
the night. But during the First
World War when the Storyville
district was closed by the United States Navy Department the
musicians had to move to search
for jobs.
They moved upstream along
the great Mississippi River and
spread their influence to the
white musicians. As they trav-

Chicago and New York styles of
jazz.)
The Swing Era was the era of
the big dance bands. It also was
the beginning period of small
combos of musicians. The Swing
period developed such fine big
bands as those fronted by Duke
Ellington, Count Basie, Jimmy
Lunceford, Benny Goodman,
Fletcher Henderson, Glen Gray
and Glenn Miller.

Vocalists Gain Prominence
The era of the big bands did
not last very long however.
The war came and many of the
better musicians were being
drafted.
Band vocalists such as Frank
Sinatra, Helen O'Connell, Jo
Stafford, Dick Haymes,
and
Martha Tilton were among those
singers who rose to greater fame
than the bands that fronted
them. There was also a growing
unrest among the younger musicians and experimenters over
the stilted big band swing arrangements.
(Continued on page five)
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Politics Preferred

Democrats Raise Hopes
At Muskie's Re-Election
By Ed Thomasson
The
historical adage "As
Maine goes, so goes the nation,"
seems to have come back into
the political limelight this fall.
Gov. Edmund (Go ahead with
Ed) Muskie's overwhelming reelection and the election of a
Democrat to Congress in traditional Republican Maine has
caused all types of pre-election
speculation.
The questions we want to ask
ourselves are: What caused this
political upheaval in Maine?
What is its significance in relation to the national elections in
November?
Give Reasons Aplenty
In the press rooms the oncecomplacent elephants are stammering out their rationalization
for the upset and the overanxious donkeys are verbally
picturing themselves in the
White House. However, after
having let the dust of political
discussion settle we can see
there are some concrete reasons
for the Democratic triumph.
The reasons according to the
political experts run all the way
from the popularity of Muskie
and the apathy of the Republican electorate to the vague
answer, "The Maine Democrats
have become the party of the
rising generation." In part, the
victory was due to all these factors. But the factor that stands
out above all the others is the
one that considers the machinery of the Democratic party organization.

This party hustling was highly
efficient in mobilizing the 1st
and 2nd Districts, where most of
the industry, population, and
thus prospective Democrats,
were concentrated. Therefore it
wouldn't be too far-fetched to
say that the gradual change in
Maine's economic make-up (and
the better education of the
French-Canadian element) might
change Maine's political status
of Yankee Republicanism. It was
due to this that the Democrats
continued their trend to local,
state and national victories that
has gone on relatively smoothly
since 1952.
Nationally the Maine elections
have given the Democrats a
psychological transfusion of hope
and have kept the Republicans
from re-enacting the fable of
the Tortoise and the Hare.
Many people still look upon
Maine state elections as a barometer for the national elections.
However, following this sign
is a gamble that most practical
politicians will not take. This
election has afforded politicians
the time of comparing techniques
and watching their strategy at
work before the major October
battles have to be waged. Both
parties have now seen the writing on the wall. It is now up to
them to prove or disprove it.

Jazz Corner

"While the populace of Bates
attended to their various summer tasks, assorted other real
gone goons sat up and listened
to the magnetic voice of Elv's
Presley.
The awe-struck audiences in
Florida were given sermons on
the redemption of "the Presley
soul," while a Boston disc jockey
gave away strands of "the Presley mop."

(Continued from page four)
Thus new musicians with
young ideas, filled with discontent over traditional jazz forms
and also permeated with a pessimistic philosophy due to the
world situation, began to rise to
the top of their profession.
They together with a handful of
the more imaginative musicians
of the swing period evolved a
form of jazz known as Be-bop or
just Bop.
This period of jazz proved to
be the most fruitful in jazz
evolution and is the direct forerunner of contemporary jazz.
The Bop period, its musicians
and its experimenters will be
discussed at length in the next
few articles.
CO-EDS
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Inspires Mixed Feelings
It was with mixed emotions
that this king of rock'n'roll was
accepted by listening and seeing audiences. The old-timers
who would be rocked to sleep
by Bing Crosby while Glen
Miller rolled out a soft melody
were up in arms at the gyrations
of this outgrown baby who has
so affected the everyday life of
today's youth.
The vocalization of seemingly
nonsensical words was the least
of their worries. What they
didn't like were ♦ his suggestive
body movements.

FAMOUS BRAND SHOES
at
LOW FACTORY PRICES
We Cater To The Small
Campus Pocket Book

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE
oxANSERfl * ruaaiEiis
College Agent . Arlene Gardner J

By Barbara Madsen
"In case of a fire, grab Donna, grab the notes and jump out
the window!" These were the
instructions of a faculty member as told to his daughter's
babysitter a few years ago. That
"faculty member" is Dr. Fairfield who is — well, we all
know Dr. Fairfield! The notes
referred to were those for his
Doctorate Thesis written in 1953.
His thesis? That was the basis
of his latest publication, "Sands,
Spindles, and Steeples." But
what is this book that was based
on his thesis, which was derived
from his notes which were accumulated after hours of research?
Concerns People
In the author's own words,
it is a book portraying "the total
life of the community of Saco,
Maine," a story of all of its
people.
Covering the period
from 1603-1950, the book emphasizes the post-Civil war
period — "the roots of modern
Saco."
But why write about this particular New England town? In
answering this, the cultch professor stated that since he was
teaching at Bates, he thus had
to choose a subject for which
there was material most conveniently available. Since he was a

Bystanders Wonder: "How
Long Will Presley Last?"

Style Unchanged
Presley has never had any
lessons in connection with his
musical career. It is for this reason that the talents of Elvis
Lewiiton natural. The real shock comes

DRY CLEANSING

Intense Research Yields New
Study Of Historic Maine Town

36 COURT ST.
AUBURN
"Right Across The Bridge"

when people see something so
humanistically simple, so displayed. With a deep consideration for the material to be sung,
Presley unts his whole self, body
and soul, into the song.
The Presley style has not been
changed considerably by the
comments of the unaccepting
minority. This should be an indication that Elvis Presley will
continue to offer himself at his
best to the public.
Developed Expensive Tastes
Financially, Presley has done
what any one would have if he
found an oil well in his back
yard. He developed expensive
tastes. Outreaching himself, however, he built an air-conditioned
home for his parents.
This shows in a large way the
big-heartedness of this rising
personality. Thus we see that
this supposed "teen-aged derelict, this emotional upstart, this
rock'n'roll idol" is nothing more
than a talented youth "doin'
what comes naturally."
This is Presley re-examined in
the light of his rising fame. The
acceptance of this singer can be
compared to the pushing, emotional throngs that greeted
Frank Sinatra wherever he

WE WELCOME YOU
BACK TO BATES!
Come in and say hello
Ours is Food at its Best

COOPER'S
Sabattus Street
We Serve The Best

Dr. Fairfield works on book.
native of Saco, it was a natural
topic.
Most of the research was done
in the city itself, but since there
had not been a history of Saco
written since 1830 most of the
material had to be collected first
hand. With the aid of the local
historical societies and surrounding libraries he was able to collect much of the factual details
of his story.
However, his talks with the
local octogenerians, including the
great grandfather of a current
Bates student, and the time
spent spanning the local past
and present newspapers proved
to be more fruitful and interesting.
Shows Intensive Research
In a way, the many hours of
research had the elements of a
detective story, trying to piece
together the local legends and
separating the truth from fiction. For this purpose he even
bought a 20 volume diary covering a 14 year period written
by a local townsman who was
a poet, musician, and composer.
This type of rewarding research is evident in this rich
and vivid history.
Writing "when the college was
asleep" (except, of course, Bates
students) Dr. Fairfield avoided
the usual method of developing
this type of book. Instead of
tracing geneologies, or explaining the political history of the
area, or presenting fragmentary
accounts of the era, he used the
"cultural
heritage
approach"
(sound familiar?)
Presents Broad View
He presents a broad view of
the city, of its people, and of its
relation to Biddeford, the state
and the Nation. In fact, according to the cultural heretic,
turned at the beginning of his
career.
With the healing powers of
time at work on the distorted
morals of the public, it is this
writer's belief that Elvis Presley
will be a name long remembered.

"never in human experience had
there been a local history written with so many references to
Plato, Aristotle, Brahms and
Beethoven!"
The clever chapter titles such
as "Majority Rule and Minority
Gripes" and "All Work and No
Play Makes" supplement his unusual approach to his topic.
Humor Is Important
Humor has an important role
in the book. For instance, he
comments about the dark covered bridges where women traveled in pairs "armed with hatpins or cayenne pepper." This
remark by a local personage appears: "the attempt to light up
the Covered Bridge with red
headed girls has been abandoned — in course of which it
is feared that the girls may become abandoned also."
Thus in "Sands, Spindles and
Steeples" Dr. Fairfield, with his
unusual approach to his topic,
has made a contribution in
methodology; has depicted a city
"while industries grow, and
labor stirs, and spindles fly," and
has portrayed a true and spirited phase of life in America.

(Continued from page four)
Two students who had made
the attack Sunday on 4000 ft.plus-high Mt. Saddleback were
on their way to the bottom of
the mountain. They had become
separated from the main group,
and feared that they had taken
a wrong trail. Suddenly they
came to a box stuck on a post.
One of the students opened the
box — and inside was a telephone. On picking up the receiver he heard the familiar
"Number puh-leeze."
"Operator, I just wanta know
where I am!" explained the student. Then he gave her the
number on his telephone box.
"You're right near Saddleback
Mountain," replied the obliging
operator.
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By Norm Levins
Bates has now played Norwich three years in a row. The
Cadets have won all three games, including this year's 13-7
triumph over the Garnet. In each game it has been the
very same story, a case of almost, but not quite.
Three years ago the! 'Cats lost 18-6, losing the ball five
times within the Horsemen's five yard line, twice on intercepted passes and three times on fumbles. In 1955, history
repeated itself. Losing 6-0, the Bobcats had the ball on the
Norwich two yard line, second down, one yard to go. The
next play saw the 'Cats fumble a pitchout which set them
back to the 12 yard stripe. They never got another good
scoring opportunity and lost 19-0. Last Saturday's game
followed the same pattern and once again, Norwich was on
the heavy end of a 13-7 score.
All this serves as an introduction to a question everyone
seems to be asking. What is it with Bates' football teams,
that a squad so obviously filled with the ability to win ball
games, still loses?
Time and again write-ups of Bates games read to the effect that "Bates was the victim of bad breaks," or "The
Bobcats should have won." But, unlike last Saturday the
Garnet continue to lose. Granted that although the question
is unanswerable, many people, not the least of whom is
Bob Hatch, would love to know why.
But aside from the usual predictions which more often
than not have regarded Bobcat teams favorably, only to be
disappointed come Sunday mornings, the fact still remains
that Bates lost a game last Saturday, which from all indications they should have won. To blame the loss on bad
"breaks"or other factors which have been used in the past
would be foolish at this point. The game is over.
The "hows" and "whys" of the loss would be extremely
interesting to a number of people, but unfortunately they
are simply not forthcoming. The Garnet looked good in
streaks and bad in others. The line did a fine job on rushing
defense, but at the same time was weak on pass running.
The line, on the other hand did a great job on offense, but
was weak in certain defensive assignments.
That Bates lost its opening football game is not the most
reassuring fact in the world, but at the same time it is not
the most disheartening either. The Bobcats have not won
an opener in nine years, but they have come back to finish
strongly. With the Upsala game coming up as the Garcelon
Field opener this Saturday, the 'Cats will have a tough row
to hoe, and perhaps the team morale would have been better
if they had beaten Norwich, but one thing is certain: there
are guys on the team who love to play ball, and guys who
can play ball.
If things go right, Bates can win, and no little help to
the team can come from a good home crowd. Knowing that
a good, lively crowd is behind them provides a huge incentive to a team, so let's welcome the 'Cats to Garcelon Field
with a top-notch turnout Saturday.
IMPROVEMENTS I (?)
Everyone has been glad to see the many improvements
on the campus this fall and perhaps even happier to use
them. One of the main features of these novelties is the
big TV set in the Chase Hall basement.
The TV set, however, has recently come in for quite a
bit of criticism. The main reason for this is the fact the
basement is closed on Sundays. A wave of disapproval has
been moving through the men's side of campus due to
this fact.
It is the opinion of the students that the television-viewing part of the basement should be kept open on Sunday
afternoons. It is at this time that most of the fellows wish
to take a break in their studies to watch, at this time of
year, the professional football game of the week.
It is argued that the facilities of the Chase Hall basement
should not be used on Sunday because of the Sabbath.
However, it is this reporter's opinion that if the students
we're allowed to make use of the TV set and asked to refrain from bowling, pool, and so on, they would readily
do so.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
tOct.
•tNov.
tNov.
t State Series
• Homecoming

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
6
Upsala
13
W. P. I.
20
Middlebury
27
Maine
3
Bowdoin
10
Colby

Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home

WAA Attempts New
Field Hockey System
The first meeting of the 1956-57
WAA Board was held in the Women's Union last Wednesday
evening under the leadership of
the president, Judy Larkin. Other members of the Board are
Mary Sinnott, Arlene Gardner,
Peggy Leask, Jayne Nangle,
Becky Feretos, Barb Stetson,
Judy Granz, Betty Kinney, Betty
Drum, and Mary Ann Houston.
Group Meets Weekly
All through the year this group
will be meeting every Wednesday
evening at 7:00, and every Bates
coed is invited to any meeting.
Fall season opened last Thursday under the direction of Judy
Granz with a general field hockey
practice. This week inter-class
games will start, with hopes for
more spirit than in the past.
New System
This new system of inter-class
games instead of inter-dorm

Intramurals To
Open Soon With
Touch Football
The 1956-57 intermural year
will open this week with a new
look in point scoring. Under the
old system the point total was
divided by the number of eligible men in the dorm to reach
the final figure. After careful
study the intramural council
decided to eliminate this ratio
ruling and redivide the dormitory groups.
New System
The present plan calls for six
units: Chase Hall, Off Campus
Men and Mitchell are united.
Roger Bill, last year's champs,
remain as a unit, as does runnerup John Bertram. Smith is again
divided into North, Middle, and
South. Bardwell stands alone
while Garcelon and Russell are
united to form the sixth unit.
Any number of teams may be
organized in each dorm falling
into their respective leagues.
Phil Main, Student Council
Representative and Intermural
chairman, announced that no
post regulations will be accepted. Once the rosters are completed no additions may be made.
Games To Begin
With dorm representatives selected and possible registration
completed last Monday, the first
football games should begin today or tomorrow.
Jack Hartleb, student manager,
and Lloyd Lux, physical education department representative,
have announced that the 195657 intramural activities will include: touch football, soccer,
basketball, volleyball, handball,
winter track, Softball, and the
Chase Hall tournaments.
Soccer Scheduled
While not strictly an intermural project, several soccer games
have been scheduled with Bowdoin and Colby with the possible
selection of team members from
the various dorm teams.
Those dorm representatives
present at the council meeting
Thursday evening were: Pete
Onksen from Mitchell; Rene
Goldmunte, Roger Bill; Jim
Graham, Smith North; Pete Ailing, Smith Middle; Dick Rowe,
Smith South; and Jim Muth,
J.B.

games is being tried for the first
time. Several difficulties have
come up lately in inter-dorm
games which should be overcome
by having inter-class competition.
Woof Melzard and Berta Richards will manage the field hockey
schedule. Also on the fall program are the following sign-up
sports: riding, tennis, and hiking
and biking. All girls are urged to
take advantage of the beautiful
fall weather by getting outdoors
for these activities.
Take Safety Measures
This year a new system of
safety regulations will be enacted
for WAA activities. It will consist
of the presence of either a phys
ed instructor or a trained manager at every WAA practice or
game.
This person will have access to
a private telephone and a stretcher in case of any accident or
emergency. In the past too much
time has been wasted by not being instructed as to safety procedures and by not having access to
a phone. WAA hopes tha this in-

novation will make the year a
safer and happier one.
Dorm reps were chosen at the
various dorms this week and will
hlod their first meeting with
their chairman Mary Ann Houston tomorrow. These dorm reps
will serve as intermediaries and
will inform each dorm of the
current WAA news.
Plan Open House
The WAA games in the Union
have been put out for anyone
who wishes to use them.
A tentative date has been planned for the open house at the
Union. It will be held the evening
of September 19. just before the
football rally. WAA hopes to cooperate with the band and have
the students picked up at the
Union.
This open house is to acquaint
all of the Bates co-eds and especially the freshmen, with the
facilities available in the basement of the Union; namely, these
are a pool table, a ping-pong table, several card tables, and
games available for use any time
the Union is open.

Cheerleaders Lend Pep,
Spirit To Bobcat Games
This coming Saturday will see
the Bobcats tangle with the
Orange of Upsala in the season's
first home game. Present at the
game and always pleasant to the
eye will be the Bates cheerleaders and the Bates drum majorettes.
Hamm Leads Cheerleaders
Miriam Hamm '57 of Arlington
Mass., is the captain of this year's
pretty cheerleading squad of
seven girls. Miriam has been a
cheerleader since her sophomore
year and she along with seniors
Carolyn Cram of Pelham, N. Y.,
and Wilma Gero of Maplewood,
N. J., adds much in the way of
versatile cheerleading talent.
Gail Larocque of Fall River,
Mass., and Pat Lysaught of Pine
Point are the two juniors on the
BASKETBALL NOTICE
All varsity, junior varsity
basketball players, and manager candidates are invited
io meet the new varsity
coach, Verne Ullom, Thursday evening, October 4. in
the Alumni Gymnasium at 7
o'clock. Dr. Lloyd H. Lux.
director of physical education for men. has announced.

team. Gail is a newcomer to the
team while Pat performed as a
sophomore last year.
Carol Heldman and Phyl Hogarth are the two sophomores
rounding out the cheerleading
squad. Carol is from Cumberland
Foreside and Phyl is from Needham. Mass.
Rally For Frosh
This Saturday at one o'clock
before the Upsala game, the
cheerleaders will conduct a short
rally for members of the freshman class and will lead them to
their reserved section in the
stands. The purpose of the rally
will be to familiarize the frosh
with the Bates cheers.

Norris - Hay-den
Laundry
Modern Cleaners
Cvnpw Agents
BOB DUNN
PAUL PERRY

LEWISTON SHOE REPAIR
Quick Dependable Service
We're Ready To Serve Bates Students
25 SABATTUS STREET

LEWISTON

THE BLUE GOOSE GRILL
69 SABATTUS STREET
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Freshmen Backs Display
Speed; Lack Experience
By Pete Ailing
A quintet of freshmen comprise a brand new backfleld for
the Garnet gridiron crew this
year. Since freshmen are eligible
for varsity competition, these aspirants have been flashing their
talents from time to time during
the team's scrimmages and practice games. A couple of them
may even be able to see some
degree of varsity service this fall.

Garnet Bows 13-7 To Norwich;
Penalties Costly To 'Cats' Cause

dition. The rugged halfback can
be counted upon next season to
By Ed Gilson
give a creditable performance
The battling Bates Bobcats,
for himself.
hampered by more than 100
The fifth member of the quin- yards in penalties, succumbed to
the cadets of Norwich, 13-7 in
tet, George Deuillet, comes from the Garnet's season opener.
Massapequa, N. Y. George is no
slouch in the ball-carrying de- Cadets Score First
Norwich scored the first of
partment either. Tipping the
their two touchdowns in the
scales at 165 pounds, his speed
early minutes of the second
and deception, for which he was quarter. Led by quarterback
known in high school, are no Nick Spagnoli the Cadets
launched a drive toward the
handicap to him.
Bates goal. The Bobcats apparAlthough
these
candidates
ently stalled the drive on their
may not see a great deal of ser- 24 yard line but a Spagnoli to
vice, the valuable experience Hekker pass accounted for a
which they will get this fall will first down on the Bates 14 yard
aid them next year in their bids line. Again the gallant 'Cats appeared to have stopped the Norfor starting assignments.
wich eleven holding the Horsemen for three downs. ■'Then a
fourth down Spagnoli to Hekker
pass broke the scoring ice and
Norwich led 6-0. John Liljestrand blocked the extra point
attempt.

proceded on a long sustained (8V4
minutes) touchdown drive. Led
by the short runs of freshman
Bob "Moose" Muello the Bobcats
ground out the yardage on oiTtackle and up-the-middle plays,
never running wide nor passing
the ball. On the 15 yard line,
Martin, who earlier had been
taken out for an injury, came
into the game and scored the lone
Bobcat touchdown. Martin also
converted the extra point and the
Garnet led 7-6 as the first half
appeared to be virtually over.

'Cats after driving 70 yards to
the Norwich goal line, fumbled
inches from paydirt and Cadet
tackle Ed Colacurcia recovered
the ball.

Again as in previous years Bob
Martin was the workhorse ball
carrier carrying twenty times for
a gain of seventy-nine yards.
"Moose" Muello carried for seventeen yards in five carries, all of
them on the long TD drive in the
scond quarter. Paul Perry carried
Burgess Runs Well
for 32 yards in eight tries and
At the quarterback slot Jack
Fred Drayton gained 27 yards in
Burgess from Medford, Mass., is
Pass Play Successful
five runs. John Begiebing gained
a fine left-handed passer and
The 'Cats kicked off to Norwich 38 yards via the ground for Norcould very possibly be used
and with seconds remaining, wich
passing strength if difficulties
Spagnoli faded to his 32 yard Norwich Leads Series
should develop with the other
line and fired a last second pass
Norwich now leads in the retwo quarterbacks on the squad.
to freshman John Norris. The cent series with Bates three
The diminutive 160 pounder is
ball, although partially deflected games to none. This was the closalso a threat as a runner and
by the Bobcat safety. Bill Heidel, est of the three contests as far as
only lack of experience with colwas caught by Norris who raced scoring was concerned and for
lege ball prevents his more frethe remaining distance to the the third time Bates out-gained
quent appearance as a varsity
goal line. The half ended with the Cadets on the ground only to
competitor.
what turndd out to be the final
lose.
Bill Hayes is a fullback, who
score 13-7.
Bobcats Retaliate
Besides the fine efforts put out
also has quite a bit of potential,
The Garnet lost its big opporWorcester Polytechnical Instiby Martin, Perry, and Muello, a
but he figures to need another
Bates
took
the
kick-off
and
tunity
in
the
third
quarter.
The
tute, the third Bates opponent of
fine game was turned in by ends
year of seasoning before seeing the 1956 season, dropped a 15-7
Jim Kirsch and Pete Jodiatis.
much action. Bill hails from Uxdecision to Coast Guard AcadeGuard Jim Geanakos and end
bridge, Mass., and his well built
my last Saturday as the "SerBrian Flynn also turned in cred5-10 frame goes at 185 pounds.
vicemen" dominated the entire
itable performances.
The pile-driving fullback can be
game. W. P. I. managed to put
expected to be heard from in the together its only sustained drive
The 'Cats now have one ball
near future.
The Mules also have come up game under their belts and
By Norm Clarke
of the game in the fourth period
This past weekend the Bobcats with about the sharpest team that should be in better scoring form
Muello Colorful
as they marched 77 yards clihad
their first glimpse of just they have had for quite some come this Saturday afternoon.
A fellow who started the sea- maxed by quarterback Dan Ferwhat type of opposition they will time, and they will be tough to Perry May Be Ready
son at halfback has been working raris' 19 yard aerial T.D.
have to face in the Maine State handle, as was proven on Saturout at the fullback slot recently
Co-captain Paul Perry has
Cadets Outrun Tech
Series this season. Once again it day. Once again it looks like one
since Co-captain Paul Perry and
been ailing for the past week and
Coast
Guard
outran
and
outof
the
big
men
to
stop
in
the
Mule
looks
like
the
Black
Bears
from
Dick Moraes have been plagued
was not in tip-top shape for this
with back injuries. He is Robert passed Tech as the losers could the University of Maine who will backfield is Neil Stinneford, but game. With another week to go
gain
only
65
yards
on
the
it
appears
that
Colby
will
be
pose the biggest hurdle for the
"Moose" Muello, a 5-8 170 poundground to combine with 39 yards Hatchmen to overcome in their strong when faced, both offen- Perry may be ready this Saturer from Arlington, Mass.
day. The Bobcats pose an ominous
through the air.
sively and defensively.
quest for the state title.
The ever-colorful Moose is a
scoring threat with Perry and
The Middlebury Panthers, em- Maine Crushes Rhody
Jumbos Roll
hard man to bring down and his
Martin in the backfield.
The powerful men from Orono
ploying
freshmen for the first
talents just might lead to an opAt Brunswick it was a differThis Saturday the Bobcats
portunity to display his wares time in the Vermont school's his- opened their season at home by ent story as the Polar Bears were
tackle Upsala from East Orange,
tory,
opened
their
season
by
detrouncing
the
highly
rated
Rhode
some Saturday afternoon.
given a "mercy" beating of 23 to New Jersey, in the season's first
feating Wesleyan, 21-6. A re- Island Rams. 40 to 7, while Colby
Rounding out the all-Massa- covered fumble and a blocked was edged out, 26 to 20 by Bran- 0 by Tufts. The Jumbos, usually home game. This will be the inichusetts backfield is Dick Four- kick provided for two of the deis. Tufts bombed Bowdoin by a a strong teamTappeared to be the tial meeting between the two
same again this season, and ob- teams.
acre, a Northboro product, who winner's touchdowns.
23 to 0 score.
servers seem to believe that a
played for the University of
A powerful line and a backLineups:
Single
Wing
Mores
much higher score could have
Massachusetts
freshmen
two
field great in both the running
Bates
years ago and Cushing Academy
With the Panthers leading 7-6 and passing departments makes been run up.
last year.
late in the third quarter, their the University team appear to
LE
Flynn,
McGrath
From all apperaances, it looks
Fouracre Show* Speed
« powerful single wing offense paid have as much promise as any like Brud Stover is 'the Man" for LT Tobin, Levine, Post
off as they ground out a susAlthough Dick is ineligible for tained 52 yard march to furnish Maine team in recent years. In Bowdoin as he played an excep- LG Geanakos, J. Flynn
Saturday's game it proved to be tionally fine game in a losing C Carletti, Davis
any action this fall since he the deciding tally.
a well-balanced attack, along cause. The Polar Bears seem to RG Kane, DeSantis
played college ball, he has been
Next Saturday, as Bates faces with stalwart defense which was lack depth, but with a few prom- RT Liljestrand
working out with the team in
order to keep in top playing con- Upsala on the Garcelon gridiron, responsible for Maine's successful ising reserves, and the State Se- RE Kirsch, Jodaitis
W.P.I, will compare plays with opening.
ries still a few weeks away, they QB Vail, Heidel
Middlebury on the Panther's Mules Press Judges
could and probably will, prove to RHB Martin, Burgess, Block
RHB Drayton, Muello. Makowsky
home ground. This game should
At Waterville it was the be no pushover.
FB Perry
provide an interesting and in- Brandeis Judges, rated a threeOf course, by this time, all loformative interview for the touchdown favorite over the Col*
Norwich
cal fans know that again the first
3ates Football future.
by Mules, who found themselves game jinx which has been ham-.
Entitles You to 10% Discount
LE Hekker, Norris
lucky to get away with a one- pering Coach Bob Hatch and the
LT Colacurcio
on anything in our store
touchdown victory. Before the Bobcats followed them to NorthLG Haynes
season, Brandeis was rated as one field, Vermont, as they dropped a
C Howard
of the best small college teams in close 13 to 7 verdict to the Cadets
RG Brigham
Any students interested in
New England, but Colby's grid- of Norwich. This, however, does
RE Wescott
working at Bates football
ders reared back and almost not change most opinions that
QB Spagnoli, Cronin
spoiled the Judges' opener, gain- this season's state gridiron series
games should contact Dr.
136 Lisbon St.
Tel. 4-4141
LHB Beigiebing
ing what was perhaps a moral will be one of the hardest fought
Lux at the athletic office.
RHB Reidl
victory.
in recent years.
FB David

Middlebury, Worcester
Polytech, Future Bates
Opposition, Win, Lose

Maine Favored To Take
State After U. R. I Win

Notice

Tony Fournier's
MEN'S-SHOP

-i.

LUIGGI'S PIZZERIA

M»^»«^»<«5»

Laundry Mailing Cases I
Both Aluminum and Fiber I

Clark's Drug Store

— Feature! —

Italian Sandwiches - Pizza - Spaghetti

DRUGS

Ukes - Guitars - Banjos

To Eat Here and to Take Out

BIOLOGICALS

Tel. 2-0701

Main St. at Bates St.

Cor. Horton and Sabatlus Sis.
DELIVERY SERVICE FOR ORDERS OF $3.00 OR MORE

Trunks - Luggage

CHEMICALS

Tel. 3-0031

1

New York Pawn &
Loan Company !
103 Middle St.
Lewiston
Across from Steckino's

Statistics
Bates
First Downs
13
6
Fumbles
Own Recovered
4
Yards Penalized 109
Punting Avg.
39.6
Passes
7
Completed
2
Intercepted
1
Yards Passing
36
Yards Rushing
189

Opp
11
1
1
40
31.7
14
9
1
179
90

\\s
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New Faculty Members

WVBC Schedule
8:30 Rhythm and Blues
Friday
with George Dresser
8:00 Navy Show
8:45 Reggie Sings
8:15 Musical Interlude
with Reggie and Anita
9:00 Classical Music
10:00 Drama from Microphone 3 9:00 Classical Music
10:00 For Cool Moderns
10:30 Land of Dreams
with Joe Roberts
Saturday
10:30 Land of Dreams
8:00-10:00 Starlight Serenade Tuesday
Sunday
Tomorrow
8:00 Treasury Show
8:15 "640 Club-'
8:00 News with Grant Reynolds 2:00-5:00 Sunday Symphony
7:00-10:00
Music
for
a
with Carol Stanley
8:15 Night Train
Sunday Night 9:00 Classical Music
with Pete Meilen
Wonday
10:00 Dedicated to You
9:00 Classical Music
8:03 Sports with Dick Sullivan
with Drayton and Parker
10:00 Paul Steinberg Show
10:30 Land of Dreams
8:15 Musical Interlude
10:30 Land of Dreams
Tonight
8:00 Anita Kastner's Piano
Playhouse
8:15 Music with Don Reese
9:00 Classical Music
with Carol Stanley
10:00 Anna and Chico Show
10:30 Land of Dreams

p|S|

British Disclose |Rw£ Dowling
(Continued from page two)
Awards For U.S. The
most disturbing aspect of
the exurbian revolution, stated
College Students the speaker, is the increasing

New faculty members attend a reception at the Poland
Spring House. L. to r., Prof. Verne Ullom, phys. ed; Mrs.
Lois Smith, library cataloger; Dr. Alfred Wright, Jr.,
French; Roberta Cain, phys. ed.; Dr. Sydney Jackman, history; Joanne Fowke, nurse; Prof. Paul Fjelstad, physics;
Applications for the two-year
Dr. Richard Briggs. chemistry.
(Photo by Griffiths) Marshall Scholarship awards for
study in a British university
should be submitted by October
31. Each scholarship covers two
years' study in a British university,
including transportation
Vogue's 22nd Prix de Paris ial problems will be judged on costs and $1,540 living expenses.
Any American student, marcontest offers senior women in- writing ability, grasp of subject
terested in writing, publishing, matter, general intelligence, ried or single, may apply for one
advertising, merchandising, or originality and demonstration of of the awards, provided he or
she is under 28 years of age and
decorating cash prizes and con- special talents.
has
had three years' college edusideration for jobs with Vogue,
The winner will receive $1,000
Glamour. House and Garden, or a two week trip with all ex- cation.
Vogue Pattern Book, and Vogue penses paid to Paris. Second Provides Twelve Scholarships
The Scholarship, set up in 1953
Knitting Book.
prize is $500. Ten honorable
in appreciation of the Marshall
mention
winners
will
each
reReceive Cash Prizes
Plan Aid, provides twelve scholCompetitors must complete ceive $25.
arships per year. Applicants are
two quizzes of four questions Enter Soon
notified of their selection in
each. Those answering satisfacEnrollment blanks are avail- April.
torily will be eligible to write a ', able upon request from the Prix
Applications may be sent to,
1500 word thesis on one of the i de Paris Director, Vogue, 420 and additional information setopics in Vogue's Americana is- I Lexington Avenue, New York I cured from Marshall Scholarship
sue of February 1, 1957.
i 17, N. Y. Entries must be mailed Scheme, 30 Rockefeller Plaza,
I New York 20, N. Y.
The answers to actual editor- i by October 15.

Senior College Women Compete
In Vogue's Prix de Paris Contest

control of the public relations
men over politics. "His job is to
mold rather than enlighten the
mind of the voter."
Aid Parties
The Republicans use more of
these men than the Democrats
do, but that is only because the
former has more money and
thus can hire a greater number
of public relation agents. The
main function of these persons
is to "build attitudes and standardize opinions on controversial issues," added the speaker.
He then went on to say that
these agencies use political
techniques which consist of several steps. "First, they have
elaborate means for checking
the effectiveness of their slogans."
In concluding his talk Dowling warned the audience that
with he mass media of today
and the skill of our advertising

Guidance Office Adds
Career , Monographs
To Information File
Dr. L. Ross Cummins of the
Guidance and Placement Service
has announced that several new
career monographs have been
added to the occupational information library.
"A Career as a Primary
Teacher" and "Industrial Arts
Teaching as a Career" pertain to
the field of education.
Variety Offered
Others monographs include
"Careers in Purchasing-Industry,
Commerce, Government," "Careers in Wholesale Merchandising and Distribution," "Careers
in Labor Relations in IndustryUnions-Government," and "Cartooning as a Career."
All interested students and
faculty are invited to drop in
and look through these materials.
men, the threats of mass mental automation are greatly increased. We must defend ourselves against this danger.

HAVE A REALCIGARETTE...Ue aComdi

Discover the difference between "just smoking" and Camels!
B. t. Reynold* Tob. Co., Wln»lon-8al«D, N. C

You'll find Camels taste richer, fuller, more
deeply satisfying. The exclusive Camel blend
of quality tobaccos gives you smooth smoking.
You're sure to enjoy Camels, the most
popular cigarette today. They've really got it.'

'

